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Abstract. This paper presents the stochastic analysis of finding the feasible trajectories
of robotics arm motion at obstacle surrounding. Unknown variables are coefficients of
~
polynomials joint angle so that the collision-free motion is achieved. a
is matrix
k
consisting of these unknown feasible polynomial coefficients. The pattern of feasible
polynomial in the obstacle environment shows as random. This paper proposes to model
the pattern of this randomness values using random polynomial with unknown variables
as coefficients. The behavior of the system will be obtained from zero distribution as the
characteristic of such random polynomial. Results show that the pattern of random
polynomial of avoiding collision can be constructed from zero distribution. Zero
distribution is like building block of the system with obstacles as uncertainty factor. By
scale factor k, which has range, the random coefficient pattern can be predicted.

1 Introduction
Modeling complex systems as random polynomial presents in many cases mathematics,
engineering and physics. Pioneer works in the random polynomial has been conducted by Littlewood
et al [1, 2]. Fifty years after the work of M. Kac [4], Sheep et al [5] showed that when the polynomials
degree N gets large, the zeros of random polynomial tend to concentrate near the unit circle in the
complex plane. Nowadays, the random polynomial is very fascinating to be investigated since the
distribution of zero of polynomials of high degree with random coefficients present in quantum
chaotic dynamics [7]. Research of random polynomial application has been introduced into
communication engineering by [8]. They discussed the density of the zeros of a random polynomial
with nonzero mean correlated Gaussian coefficients.
In this paper, sixth degree polynomial is utilized as the joint angle path of arm robot motion in the
obstacle environment. Different with conventional approach of avoiding collision of robotics arm
where it needs to find the end-effector trajectories first before converted to joint angle trajectories, the
avoiding collision random polynomial modeling will find the joint angle trajectories directly without
searching the end-effector trajectories..
The joint angle matrix is the matrix composed from the joint trajectory of each link. This matrix is
feasible if and only if the motion caused by it is collision-fee. Due to obstacle position, not all values
of the real numbers to compose the joint angle matrix will make the feasible motion. It means the
polynomial coefficient matrix is composed from proper values of the real number. Machmudah et al
a
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[9] use Genetic algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) in finding the feasible
coefficient polynomial. Although the GA and PSO can be used to find this feasible coefficient and
show good performance in evolving it; however, the pattern of avoiding collision polynomial
coefficient is still unknown, except just random. Preliminary investigation of the difficulty to find the
pattern of the feasible joint angle matrix has been presented in [10]. This paper will use zero
distribution of random unknown variables to model the pattern of collision-free polynomial of arm
robot motion.

2 Polynomial joint angle of arm robot motion in the proximity of
obstacles
Using polynomial as joint angle is very essential in the arm robot motion since the polynomial will
give smooth and continuous trajectories. Without obstacles, finding polynomial joint angle is
deterministic problem where no randomness involved in the system.
When obstacles are suddenly placed in the environment, finding polynomial joint angle path will
not be simple as system without obstacles. There is a requirement, collision-free which should be
achieved for all motion. The collision-free polynomial coefficients need to be searched. This paper
will use the polynomial degree sixth as avoiding collision joint angle path as used in [9].
Polynomial degree sixth of avoiding collision is defined in the following
 nk  a6 k r 6  a5 k r 5  a4 k r 4  a3 k r 3  a0k
(1)
aok   nk ; a1k  a2 k  0 ; a5 k  3a6 k  6ik  6 fk
a4 k  0.5 9a6 k  5a5k 

; a3k   fk  ik  a6 k  a5k  a4 k

where  ik ,  fk , ank , and r are the initial joint angle of kth link, the final joint angle of kth link, the nth
polynomial coefficient of kth link , and the linear time scale respectively .
Boundary conditions of this avoiding collision polynomial are known initial joint angle, known
final joint angle, zero values of the initial velocity, the final velocity, and the initial and final
accelerations. Figure 1 shows the pattern of the joint angle trajectories for different a6k. Due to linear
time scale, the value of r used during arm robot motion is limited at [0, 1] only.
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Figure 1. The possible joint angle pattern from all possible real number

3 Random polynomial coefficients of avoiding collision path
3.1 a~k matrix
For each link, avoiding collision polynomial has one unknown coefficient, a6k , which is modeled
as the random real number. For n-link, there will be n a6k.
The feasible matrix of unknown polynomial coefficients can be defined as follows
~  [a
~ a
~
~
a
(2)
k
61 62 .... a6 k ]
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where a~k and a~6 k are the feasible matrix of polynomial coefficients and the proper leading
coefficients of the avoiding collision polynomial, respectively.
3.2 Zero Distribution of avoiding collision random polynomial
Previous researches have been shown that zero of random polynomial can model the chaotic
system [5, 7]. It will be very essential to investigate the zero distribution of the avoiding collision path
since the obstacles has transform the deterministic polynomial joint angle path into random
polynomial.
It is generally known that zero distribution of large degree of random polynomials in the complex
plane tends to concentrate in unitary circle [1-8], as shown in Figure 2a. The avoiding collision
random polynomial has n unknown variables which is small degree polynomial. Preliminary
investigation of random pattern of avoiding collision problem using polynomial function has been
investigated in [10].
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Figure 2. (a) zero distribution for large degree of random polynomial (b) zero distribution of collision-free
polynomial (c) zero distribution for collide random polynomial (d) path and environment

To illustrate the zero distribution of avoiding collision path, 5-DOF planar series robot will be
used. Figure 2b shows an example of the zero distribution of collision-free polynomial while Figure
2c shows the zero distribution of unfeasible polynomial for five links series robot. The avoiding
collision path results and the environment are shown in Figure 2d. The arm robot has four links so
that there are five unknown variables. Thus, the system is equivalent with random polynomial degree
four. There will be four possible zeros which can be four real values or two real value and two
complex conjugates or four complex conjugates. Figures 2a and 2b show that both of feasible and
unfeasible coefficients have similar zero distribution so that it will be difficult to predict the feasible
random coefficient from this phenomenon.
3.3 Proposed method
Previous section has been shown that there is possibility that the random coefficient of collisionfree and collide joint angles are tend to sit in the similar area. Then, it seems difficult to predict the
pattern of avoiding collision polynomial by this zero distribution. The zero distribution shows no
difference between unfeasible polynomial and collision-free polynomial.
Instead of analyzing the behavior of random coefficient to get zero distribution, we propose to
model zero as basic of building construction of the system.
For n unknown variables, a normalized polynomial degree n-1 can be calculated as follows
PN  [r  z1 r  z 2 ....r  z n1 ]

where zn are nth zero of normalized polynomial.
The normalized coefficients are as follows
cn  1 bn bn1 ...... b2 b1
where cn and bn are the normalized coefficient and their values in descending order, respectively
The first column of cn is always 1.
01005-p.3
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This paper proposes to convert the normalized coefficient into the actual coefficient using the
following
~
(5)
a~k  cn k
where a~k and k~ are the feasible unknown random variable and a feasibility factor, respectively.
The collision-free polynomial coefficients will have pattern in the following
~
[a
61

~
a
62

~ ]  c k~
a
6k
n

....

(6)

By this approach, a~k is predicted from zero distribution of the normalized coefficient with scale
~
factor k . The random coefficient of the system will be developed from zero distribution. It means we
will picture the unknown variables as random polynomials. It should be noted that this random
polynomial is not random polynomial of joint angle path but it is the random polynomial of the
system. Random polynomial characteristic is also present in the Random Matrix Theory (RMT), thus
we should investigate whether we can use it in system with n unknown variables. Different with RMT
which use polynomial with large degree or n
, for system with n unknown variables, the zero
distribution is n degree only and the zero distribution will not tend to unitary circle since it has few
zeros only.

4 Numerical Experiment
The proposed method will be applied to predict the pattern of

~ for 3-DOF planar robot in [9]
a
k

and 5-DOF planar robot in very crowded obstacles.
Table 1. 3-DOF results. Case study: case III from [9]

θi=[ 4.82 0.1211 1.2944] rad
θf=[ 0.35078 1.2689 6.0689] rad
B=(30, 60)

~ =[ 123.94 -129.77 41.991];
GA result 1: a
k

60
40

fitness= 0.06678
zero =[ 0.52352 ± 0.25442i ];
cn =[ 1
-1.047
0.3388]; k=[119.5, 142]
~
~ = [120] ;
Test case : k = Æ a
k
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fitness= 0.067675
~
=
Æ
a~k = [150] ;
k
fitness= 0.061146

For 3-DOF planar robot, the proposed method has succeeded to predict the collision-free
polynomial coefficient. With three unknown variables, there will be two possible zeros which can be
either two real values or two complex conjugates. The predicted ak from various zero of random
~
generated variables are shown in Table 1. The value of k is searched by checking the interval and
doing the collision detection at this interval. To avoid the collision with the base, the second and third
links should have minimum radius 5 cm from the base.
Next simulation will use 5-DOF planar robot with very crowded obstacles. The fitness function
used is minimum joint angle traveling distance and minimum Cartesian distance with weighting factor
0.5. Table 2 show the results of pattern predicted from zero distribution. Like 3-DOF planar robot, for
5-DOF planar robot with very crowded obstacles, the zero distribution shows a success to be used as
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basic pattern of collision-free polynomial of the arm robot motion. The system can be model as
~
random polynomial with proper composition of zeros and k .
~
This paper also investigates that if we consider generating polynomials randomly, the value of k
is very difficult be found. In this case, the zeros of chosen random polynomial are not proper. In case
of collision-free, the pattern of avoiding collision polynomial can be model as proposed approach.
This paper uses the computational approach in [9, 10], as benchmark case to predict the randomness
of avoiding collision polynomial using the proposed method.
Table 2. 5-DOF results
θi=[5.8655 0.3371 0.38339 5.2228 -4.4326]
θf=[ 2.9359 3.5277 0.64721 0.10031 6.7912]

~ =[54.652 -12.37 -73.221 48.469 -35.322];
GA result 1: a
k

80
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40
20
A
0

k

-20
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fitness=0.0016536
zeros =[ -1.4066 1.1478 0.24257 ± 0.58435i ];
cn =[ 1 -0.22634 -1.3397 0.88686 -0.64629]; k=[52, 61]
~
~ = [57] ; fitness=0.0016381
Test case : k = Æ a
k
~
~
k = Æ a = [53] ; fitness=0.0016645
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path
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~ =[ 33.318 9.0304 -93.546 87.334 -69.747];
GA result 2: a
k
0

20
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fitness=0.00168
zeros =[-2.237 1.2962 0.33488 ± 0.78091i ];
~
cn =[ 1 0.27104 -2.8077 2.6213 -2.0934]; k =[31, 34]
~
~ = [32] ; fitness=0.0017026
Test case : k = Æ a
k

5 Conclusion
The proposed method to predict the pattern of collision-free polynomial of arm robot motion has been
~
presented. The random polynomial is constructed from the normalized random coefficient by factor k
~
. Depending on the position of obstacles, the value of k will have specific interval.
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